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Abstract

Bottom ash, the main solid output from municipal solid waste incineration (MSWI), has significant potential for the recovery of resources such as scrap metals and aggregates. The utilisation of these resources ideally enables natural resources to be saved. However, the quality of the recovered scrap metals may limit recycling potential, and the utilisation of aggregates may cause the release of toxic substances into the natural environment through leaching. A life cycle assessment (LCA) was applied to a full-scale MSWI bottom ash management and recovery system to identify environmental breakeven points beyond which the burdens of the recovery processes outweigh the environmental benefits from valorising metals and mineral aggregates. Experimental data for the quantity and quality of individual material fractions were used as a basis for LCA modelling. For the aggregates, three disposal routes were compared: landfilling, road sub-base and aggregate in concrete, while specific leaching data were used as the basis for evaluating toxic impacts. The recovery and recycling of aluminium, ferrous, stainless steel and copper scrap were considered, and the importance of aluminium scrap quality, choice of marginal energy technologies and substitution rates between primary and secondary aluminium, stainless steel and ferrous products, were assessed and discussed. The modelling resulted in burdens to toxic impacts associated with metal recycling and leaching from aggregates during utilisation, while large savings were obtained in terms of non-toxic impacts. However, by varying the substitution rate for aluminium recycling between 0.35 and 0.05 (on the basis of aluminium scrap and secondary aluminium alloy market value), it was found that the current recovery system might reach a breakeven point between the benefits of recycling and energy expended on sorting and upgrading the scrap.
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List of abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADm</td>
<td>Depletion of abiotic mineral resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al scrap</td>
<td>Aluminium scrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Bottom ash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Characterisation factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECS</td>
<td>Eddy current separator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ET</td>
<td>Ecotoxicity to freshwater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Ferrous metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWP</td>
<td>Global warming potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNFe</td>
<td>Heavy non-ferrous metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTc</td>
<td>Carcinogenic human toxicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTnc</td>
<td>Non-carcinogenic human toxicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISS</td>
<td>Inductive sorting system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCA</td>
<td>Life cycle assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCI</td>
<td>Life cycle inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCIA</td>
<td>Life cycle impact assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L/S</td>
<td>Liquid to solid ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L/V</td>
<td>Liquid to volume ratio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MSWI  Municipal solid waste incineration
NFe   Non-ferrous metals
SS    Stainless steel
TA    Acidification
WtE   Waste-to-Energy
XSS   X-ray sorting system
1. Introduction

The current waste management system in Europe generates approximately 35,000,000 Mg of municipal solid waste incineration (MSWI) bottom ash (BA) annually (Eurostat, 2011). The management of this ash varies from country to country, though landfilling, the recovery of valuable metals, treatment and its utilisation as a construction material are among the possible options (Crillesen and Skaarup, 2006). However, increasing pressure on natural resources and concerns about possible losses of valuable resources in waste management have led to growing attention on waste flows such as MSWI BA, which bears potential from a resource perspective (Allegrini et al., 2014; Morf et al., 2013). Scrap metals can be recovered from BA, thereby avoiding mining and the production of primary metals, while the mineral fraction can be utilised within the construction industry, substituting natural aggregates and other natural materials.

Ferrous (Fe) and non-ferrous (NFe) scrap metals are found in MSWI BA in different grain size fractions (Allegrini et al., 2014; Biganzoli and Grosso, 2013; Hu and Rem, 2009; Hu et al., 2011b) and quality (Biganzoli and Grosso, 2013); in fact, scrap metals can be affected by loss of quality (e.g. due to oxidation, corrosion processes), which varies from metal to metal and between different grain sizes of the same metal type. The recovery of these metals at various levels is becoming common practice (Allegrini et al., 2014; Crillesen and Skaarup, 2006; Grosso et al., 2011; Heinrichs et al., 2012), and advanced recovery systems have been developed to reach high recovery efficiencies (De Vries et al., 2012; Muchová and Rem, 2006; ZAR, 2014). Enhanced metal recovery favours better utilisation of the mineral fraction in construction works and concrete production, for example by reducing swelling problems due to the oxidation of metallic aluminium residual content (Pecqueur et al., 2001). However, the low quality of scrap metals recovered after incineration affects the recycling phase and lowers the potential environmental benefits from recycling. Furthermore, the use of the mineral residues in more advanced applications could lead to increased demand for other materials (e.g. cement) to comply with structural requirements and potential release into the environment of toxic substances. Thus, a breakeven point, where benefits from resource recovery due to savings of natural resources outbalance the burdens of sorting, upgrading and utilising MSWI BA, might exist.

The comprehensive scope of assessment methodologies such as life cycle assessment (LCA) is suitable for identifying environmental benefits, problem shifting and breakeven points, and criticality related to the management of MSWI BA. Several studies have applied LCAs to analyse specific aspects of MSWI BA valorisation as a support for the implementation of new sorting systems or utilisation options (Barberio et al., 2010; Birgisdóttir et al., 2007; Boesch et al., 2014; Margallo et al., 2014; Meylan and Spoerri, 2014; Muchova, 2010; Toller et al., 2009) or to compare waste management systems where incineration and MSWI BA management are included (Georgeson, 2006; Kuusiola et al., 2012). However, so far, critical aspects such as the influence of recovered metal quality have not been addressed in LCA studies, and often impacts related to pollutants released into the environment during BA utilisation have been disregarded.

The objective of the present study was to assess the environmental impacts of an MSWI BA management system and identify critical aspects thereof, thus providing an improved basis for addressing the environmental assessment of waste-to-energy (WtE) systems. This was done by: i) collecting primary data at a full-scale MSWI BA recovery facility; ii) defining existing and alternative configurations of the plant with increasing metal recovery efficiencies; iii) characterising MSWI BA samples and concrete specimens with MSWI BA as aggregate, to estimate the potential release of pollutants into the environment; iv) evaluating toxic and non-toxic impacts
of different recovery scenarios using LCA and v) identify critical parameters relating to resource quality and quantifying their impact on the environmental performance of the system.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. The MSWI BA recovery system

A Danish MSWI BA recovery system was used as a case study, a detailed description and analysis of the system is reported in Allegrini et al. (2014) and a simplified scheme of the system is reported in Fig. A.1 in the appendix. The system included the temporary storage of MSWI BA delivered from six MSWI plants, the recovery of Fe metals and upgrading before recycling, outdoor storage for ageing the BA to improve leaching behaviour, the recovery of NFe metals and upgrading of the scrap prior to recycling, the transportation of the mineral residue and metal scrap to utilisation/recycling sites and the utilisation of the treated BA as aggregate in a road sub-base. The average composition of the BA treated in the system was determined in a previous study (i.e. Allegrini et al., 2014) and is summarised in Table 1.

Primary data were collected at the plant during measuring campaigns designed for this study. Electricity and diesel consumption for the sorting units at the recovery facility is reported in Table 2. The individual scrap metal types were transported to specific plants for secondary metal production, while the treated BA fraction was transported to road construction sites within Denmark to be used as aggregate in sub-bases. Data on transportation are reported in Table A.1 in Appendix A.

2.2. LCA

2.2.1. Goal and scope definition

The LCA was carried out following the guidelines reported in EC-JRC (2010). The goal of the LCA was to assess the environmental benefits and burdens of a MSWI BA recovery system with respect to the current treatment and disposal of MSWI BA and alternative configurations of the system in which higher metal recovery is expected to be achieved and alternative utilisation options for the treated BA are considered. The geographical scope was Denmark and the temporal scope for the future technology scenarios was within 10 years from the current situation. The time horizon for the life cycle inventory (LCI) analysis and impact assessment (LCIA) was 100 years (e.g. global warming potential at 100 years). The zero-burden assumption was applied, i.e. the burdens of MSWI BA generation were disregarded, and the FU was defined as “the treatment and management of one Mg of MSWI BA in Denmark”. The LCA was carried out with the SimaPro v.8.0.2. LCA model (http://www.pre-sustainability.com/simapro) and an LCI of activities such as transportation, primary and secondary metal production, electricity production and diesel provision were retrieved from the Ecoinvent v.2.2 LCI database (http://www.ecoinvent.org/). System expansion, based on a consequential approach, was applied, and marginal technologies were therefore identified and used to account for multi-functionality (EC-JRC, 2010; Weidema et al., 1999).

2.2.2. Scenarios

Figure 1 schematically presents activities included within the system boundaries, while Table 3 summarises the ten scenarios included in this study. Detailed information about energy consumption in each scenario is reported in Table A.2 in Appendix A.
The same recovery of Fe scrap was assumed for all scenarios (except for scenario K), while the recovery efficiency of NFe scrap was varied from 0% up to a hypothetical efficiency equal or larger than 95%. Scenario A was the reference scenario in which NFe scrap was not recovered and the mineral fraction was disposed of in a landfill site.

Table 1 - Composition of MSWI BA delivered to the recovery system and recovery efficiencies for a Danish state-of-the-art system (based on Allegrini et al., 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material fraction</th>
<th>Content on a wet basis</th>
<th>Recovery efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mineral fraction (with average moisture content of 12%)</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous scrap (Fe)</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Ferrous scrap (NFe)</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium scrap (Al scrap)</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy NFe (HNFe) scrap (Cu, Pb, Zn etc.)</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainless Steel (SS)</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 - Electricity and fuel demand for metal sorting and upgrading activities. Data are reported together with the respective values for relative standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant unit</th>
<th>Main machineries</th>
<th>Electricity consumption per Mg of material treated at the unit</th>
<th>Diesel consumption per Mg of material treated at the unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe recovery unit</td>
<td>50 mm drum screen; two magnetic separators; conveyor belts and a frontloader loading the system</td>
<td>0.24 kWh/Mg BA ± 48%&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.3 l/Mg BA ± 23%&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe upgrading unit</td>
<td>Rotating drum; 10 mm drum screen; two magnetic separators; conveyor belts and a frontloader loading the system</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.1 l/Mg Fe scrap ± 47%&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFe recovery unit</td>
<td>Three sieves; three eddy current separators (ECS); one inductive sorting system (ISS); conveyor belts and a frontloader loading the system</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.51 l/Mg pre-treated BA ± 17%&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFe upgrading unit</td>
<td>Industrial system, including a complex system of sieves, ECS, ISS, X-ray sorting systems (XSS) and sorting tables</td>
<td>58 kWh/Mg NFe scrap&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.83 l/Mg NFe scrap&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Uncertainty estimate based on measurements at the plants over a one-year period. The number of measurements varied:

<sup>a</sup> 4; <sup>b</sup> 7; <sup>c</sup> 8; <sup>d</sup> 3; and <sup>e</sup> only one value available.
For scenarios D, E and F, MSWI BA is used as aggregate in concrete and three types of concrete specimen (type 1, 2 and 3) were produced and provided by the Danish Technological Institute (DTI). For all types of concrete, both specimens with natural aggregate and those with 100% substitution of the natural aggregate with MSWI BA were provided. Types 1 and 2 were two variants of plastic concrete with MSWI BA aggregates below 16 mm and requiring additional cement with respect to the reference formulation, namely 0.051 and 0.027 kg cement·kg⁻¹ BA, respectively. Type 3 was a dry concrete with MSWI BA aggregate below 8 mm substituting for sand filler. In this recipe no additional cement was used in the concrete formulation. All three concrete specimens were formulated with BA substituting 100% for sand. Only fine fractions of BA were used for a worst case scenario in terms of the potential release of contaminants from the concrete block and the increased demand for cement to comply with structural requirements. The utilisation of BA in concrete is currently not practiced in Denmark, while it is carried out in other European countries where BA can be used in concrete with limitations on its applications and the percentage of substituted natural aggregates (Van der Wegen et al., 2013).
Table 3 - Overview of the ten scenarios included in the LCA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Recovery efficiency</th>
<th>Mineral management</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Al scrap %</td>
<td>HNFe scrap %</td>
<td>SS scrap %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* MSWI BA management system as it was up until 2009 (AFATEK, 2009)

* Current state of the art of a Danish recovery system and was based on the data reported in section 2.1 and in the previous study by Allegri et al. (2014)

* The scenarios D, E and F were based on scenario C, but the utilisation of the treated BA varied from aggregate in road sub-bases (i.e. its current application) to aggregate in concrete production

* The configurations of future scenarios G, H, J and K were based on planned future improvements to the current system (scenario C), with assumed recovered efficiency approximating the most advanced existing MSWI BA sorting systems (De Vries et al., 2012; Muchová and Rem, 2006; ZAR, 2014). Energy demands for the recovery system in scenarios other than scenario C were derived based on assumptions on the number and type of additional machinery

2.2.3. Release of toxic substances during MSWI BA utilisation

Experimental leaching tests were carried out to determine the potential release of inorganic pollutants into the natural environment in scenarios D, E and F where MSWI BA is utilised in concrete. While, literature data from Astrup at al. (2010) were elaborated to estimate pollutants release during 100-year MSWI BA landfilling or utilisation in road sub-bases. Details on experimental procedures and leaching estimates are provided in Appendix B.

In scenarios D, E and F, the concrete specimens were assumed to be used for 50 years as part of outdoor pavements in the form of 0.3x0.3x0.05 m tiles, then dismantled (removed, crushed and mildly aged in outdoor piles, as commonly done for construction and demolition waste) and reused as aggregate in road construction for another 50 years. Concrete specimens of types 1, 2 and 3 (containing MSWI BA and reference specimens) were subjected to tank leaching tests following the NEN 7375 (2005) procedure and to the availability leaching test NEN 7371 (2004). The results of these two leaching tests were used to calculate the diffusion coefficients of pollutants, to estimate their release from the concrete tiles during the 50-year period in the model reported by Kosson et al. (1996) and Birgisdóttir (2005) (cf. Appendix B). In order to simulate the
demolition phase and release during the 50 years of subsequent utilisation in a road sub-base, one specimen of each type was crushed with a jaw crusher down to 4 mm and aged in the laboratory. For the ageing procedure, the material was spread in a thin layer (approximately 0.5 cm), turned over and mixed with distilled water twice a week until pH-stable conditions were reached (approximately six weeks). The aged material underwent a compliance leaching test EN 12457-1 (2002) carried out at a liquid-to-solid ratio (L/S) of 2 l/kg, as required by the Danish statutory order for the utilisation of residual materials in road construction (N. 1662: 2010). Contact between water and the material in the utilisation scenario was modelled using the approach provided by Kosson et al. (1996) and Birgisdóttir (2005) and described in Appendix B. The estimated median L/S was 2.4 l·kg⁻¹ after 50 years utilisation in road, and release data from the leaching test EN 12457-1 (2002) were directly applied. Using the same approach, the median L/S ratios reached after 100 years landfilling or utilisation in road of MSWI BA were 1.6 and 4.9 l·kg⁻¹, respectively, and leaching data from column leaching test experiments prEN 14405 (2014), published by Astrup et al. (2010), were used. Emissions of metals from the disposal/utilisation scenarios were assumed emitted entirely to soil.

As different grain size fractions of MSWI BA were utilised in the concrete production process, the EN 12457-1 (2002) leaching test was performed on BA samples with specific grain sizes. Three samples of BA output from the treatment system (i.e. treated BA) were collected at the facility. Part of the collected samples was mass reduced and directly analysed, while the other part was screened in large plastic sieves to obtain the BA fractions 16-50 mm, 8-16 mm, 2-8 mm and below 2 mm.

Emissions of metals through leaching were estimated exclusively over a 100-year time horizon, following common practice within the LCA. However, while it is well-recognised that the release of metals from ashes may potentially continue over many thousands of years (e.g. Astrup et al., 2006; Doka and Hischier, 2005), no consensus methodology has yet been found (Laner, 2009). Thus, in this study, long-term emissions (beyond the initial 100-year period) were excluded and the focus was placed on assessing the more immediate environmental consequences.

2.2.4. Scrap metal recycling

Four types of scrap metals were considered for secondary metal production: aluminium (Al) scrap, heavy non-ferrous (HNF) scrap, stainless steel (SS) scrap and ferrous (Fe) scrap. Information about scrap quality was scarce for Al and HNF and unavailable for SS and Fe, so assumptions based on available information in the literature were used to define recycling processes and substitution paths. In all scenarios, processes for secondary production and the avoided production of displaced products were retrieved from the Ecoinvent v.2.2 database, and the utilised Ecoinvent processes are listed in Table A.3. in Appendix A.

2.2.4.1. Stainless steel (SS), ferrous (Fe), and Heavy non-ferrous (HNF) scrap

Information about the quality and fate of SS and Fe scrap was not available. The recycling was modelled with an assumed yield in the secondary production phase of 90%. Complete substitution was assumed (i.e. that 1 kg of secondary steel displaced 1 kg of primary steel); however, downcycling of the recycled SS and Fe scrap, due to contamination and the accumulation of alloying elements, may lead to lower actual substitution rates between the primary and the secondary product (cf. Nakajima et al., 2011). The HNF fraction contained a mixture of metals (e.g. Cu, brass, Ni, Pb, Zn and precious) whose relative content was estimated based on Allegreni et al. (2014) and personal communications with the NFe upgrading facility. HNF were divided at the
upgrading facility into the fractions >10 mm, 10-5 mm and 5-2 mm and additionally 2-1 mm and <1 mm for recovery in future process configurations. The coarse fraction was exported to China, where different metals were manually sorted and recycled more economically than could possibly be done in Europe, and 20% of this fraction was assumed to be recovered as copper. The other fractions (below 10 mm) were sent as bulk to copper smelters in Europe. In the secondary copper smelter, the HNFe fraction is fed into the furnace to produce black copper, which is used for anode casting for subsequent electrorefining. During electrorefining pure Cu accumulates at the cathode, Ni is recovered through electrolyte purification as NiSO₄, and other metals (i.e. precious metals) are enriched in the anode slime, which is then treated for further recovery. Impurities such as Fe, Pb, Sn and Zn are easily lost in the off-gas and through oxidation (Schlesinger et al., 2011). Cu yield for the HNFe fraction after the entire process was approximately 60% for scrap of grain size between 10 and 5 mm, and 76% in the fraction below 5 mm. The substitution rate between primary and secondary copper production was assumed to be 1. Because of a lack of data for the recycling of other metals in the HNFe scrap (i.e. precious metals), only copper recycling was included.

2.2.4.2. Aluminium (Al) scrap

Al scrap was also divided according to the abovementioned grain size fractions at the upgrading facility, and all Al fractions were treated at refiners within Europe. Because of the substantial amount of energy required for primary Al production, there is economic and environmental interest in recovering this metal. However, Al scrap quality is a critical factor that may significantly affect the environmental benefits associated with recycling. The quality of Al scrap is compromised by oxidation (Biganzoli and Grosso, 2013), contamination and the inherent content of alloying elements (Nakajima et al., 2010). In particular, the inherent content of alloying elements in the scrap determines the potential utilisation of the secondary product and the need to add primary aluminium or high-grade aluminium alloy scrap to obtain the desired cast alloy quality. Old Al scrap (post-consumer and post-incineration scrap) includes a mixture of aluminium alloys that is treated by refiners for producing cast alloy, and deoxidation aluminium which is used in the steel industry. In principle, old Al scrap cannot be used by re-melters to produce wrought alloys (a major product of the primary aluminium industry), whose content of alloying elements may not exceed 10%. Thus, there is an inherent change of properties between primary and secondary aluminium products, and material downcycling occurs in the case of metal scrap recycling. Based on literature information about Al scrap oxidation (Biganzoli et al., 2013), and on personal communication with the secondary aluminium sector, aluminium yields from individual scrap fractions were estimated at 81%, 72%, 66% and 12%, respectively, for the fractions >10 mm, 10-5 mm, 5-2 mm and <2 mm. The substitution rate between secondary and primary aluminium was assumed to be 1 in the baseline scenario.

2.2.5. Marginal technologies

Following the consequential approach to system expansion, marginal technologies were used. The approach of Weidema et al. (1999) was applied for identifying technologies/materials actually affected by marginal changes in the system as a result of MSWI BA recovery system. This was particularly relevant for metal recycling and electricity provision, which were shown in previous studies as having a significant influence on the final result (e.g. Frergaard et al., 2009; Schmidt and Thrane, 2009; Sevigné-Itoiz et al., 2014). Concerning metal recycling, a global perspective was used. While secondary production was assumed to occur within Europe, primary production was
considered at a global level. For all four metal types, marginal primary productions were assumed to take place in China – a choice which was based on the significant growth in production in China in the last decade (EAA, 2013b; IAI, 2013; ICSG, 2013; ISSF, 2013; World steel association, 2013). This means that, within the present study, a change in demand caused by a marginal change of production of secondary metals in Europe was covered by a marginal change in production in relation to the primary metal in China. A main implication of such a modelling approach is that the two regions can have different marginal technologies for electricity production, whereby electricity consumption plays a significant role, as metal refining processes are highly energy-intensive. The marginal technology for electricity production in Europe was based on hard coal, as previously identified by Frueergaard (2010). Hard coal was also identified as marginal for Chinese electricity production, based on data reported by IEA (2008). Thus, the fuel used in the marginal technology for energy provision was the same in the two cases, but the impacts differed due to differences in technology level, efficiency of the power plants and levels of environmental regulations at a regional level.

2.2.6. Sensitivity analysis of aluminium recycling

To reflect the importance of aluminium recovery and recycling for the environmental performance of MSWI BA management, specific attention was given to assumptions and the modelling of aluminium recycling. Sensitivity analysis was performed on key parameters, including marginal electricity and production technologies as well as substitution rates.

2.2.6.1. Marginal technology

Three scenario analyses were performed by varying the marginal technology for primary aluminium production:

As recommended by Schmidt and Thrane (2009), a mix of technologies was used for marginal primary aluminium production (i.e. 60% China, 22% Russia and 18% Middle East) and electricity production (i.e. 62% coal, 9% gas and 29% hydropower).

The production capacity for primary aluminium in the Middle East (i.e. in countries within the Gulf Cooperation Council) has been increasing significantly since 2010, and it is expected to grow further due to the region’s oil and gas reserves. Hence, 100% production in the Middle East, based on 100% natural gas, was set as a marginal electricity source (IAI, 2013; IEA, 2008) in the second scenario analysis.

Most old Al scrap is used to produce the alloy EN AB-46000 (according to the standard EN 1676 (1997)), which is mainly used by the car industry (Modaresi and Müller, 2012). Whereas global car production has continued to grow in the past decade, driven primarily by an increase in demand by the Chinese market, the production of cars in Europe has shown signs of stagnation in recent years (ACEA, 2010; ICCT, 2013; OICA, 2014). From a regional perspective, decreasing car production volumes in Europe may be expected to result in the least competitive material option being affected when additional Al scrap is recycled. For this scenario, we assume that automotive components manufactured from conventional cast iron are displaced. At a global level, the car industry is growing, and so a change in demand or the availability of a material in the car industry affects the marginal source of additional material for the relevant components, which are here assumed to be represented by primary aluminium. Both of these fundamentally different outlined situations will therefore be included in the sensitivity analysis.
2.2.6.2. Substitution rate

A scenario analysis was performed by varying the substitution rate between secondary and primary aluminium. A range of substitution rates was defined based on the value-corrected substitution method, as recommended by the European Aluminium Association (EAA, 2013a), and its modifications, as described in Koffler and Florin (2013). The substitution rate for secondary aluminium alloys was indicated by the Greek letter β, and it was defined as:

The ratio between the London Metal Exchange (LME) quotation for secondary alloys and primary aluminium (Al 99.7) following the EAA method. In this case, using the aluminium alloy price from the LME, β was set at 0.9 (Koffler and Florin, 2013), and by applying prices for the secondary aluminium EN AB-46000, this ratio was found to be approximately 0.05. Additionally, a differentiation between the qualities of Al scrap in different grain size fractions was made, as quality is related to the grain size of scrap, and different oxidation levels and alloying element content were found. For example, a fine fraction (i.e. below 5 mm), even though highly oxidised, is purer in terms of aluminium content. As observed in recent studies (Biganzoli et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2011a), Al scrap partitioning in MSWI BA depends mainly on feedstock going into the incineration process: aluminium from foils, made of alloy with aluminium content above 98% (ASTM B479, 2006), tends to enrich in the fine fractions of MSWI BA. Thus, the fine fraction of the Al scrap could be used by re-melters for wrought alloy production instead of being used for the production of cast alloys. For sensitivity, β=1 was assigned to the fine fraction and β=0.35 to the coarse Al scrap.

The ratio between scrap prices (instead of secondary aluminium prices) and primary aluminium was proposed by Koffler and Florin (2013) in order to show the level of downcycling reached after a product’s lifecycle comes to an end. However, for the sake of consistency within the study, the system boundaries were here not modified according to the approach proposed by Koffler and Florin (2013), so the production of secondary aluminium was always included. On the basis of the list of scrap class reported by the same authors, possible β for post-incineration scrap was below 0.35, which is the substitution ratio found by the authors for old mixed scrap aluminium. Additionally, two combined sensitivity analyses were performed to include the effect of the quality of the Fe and SS scrap and the energy demand of the sorting and upgrading system for the scrap. At first the substitution ratio for SS and Fe scrap (indicated as α and γ, respectively) varied between 0 and 1 at a given value of β. Subsequently the substitution rate for SS was set to 1 and β, γ, and the impacts of the sorting and upgrading system were varied simultaneously, in order to locate possible environmental breakeven points.

2.2.7. Impact assessment

Inventoried emissions were characterised in the LCIA. Both toxic and non-toxic impact categories were included: global warming potential (GWP) based on IPCC 2007 over a 100-year time horizon; acidification (TA) (Posch et al., 2008; Seppälä et al., 2006); mineral abiotic resource depletion (ADm) based on CML v.4.2 (Van Oers et al., 2002); carcinogenic human toxicity (HTc), non-carcinogenic human toxicity (HTnc) and ecotoxicity to freshwater (ET) based on the USEtox model (Rosenbaum et al., 2008). The LCIA methodologies were selected according to the recommendations provided by Hauschild et al. (2013).
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Non-toxic potential impacts

3.1.1. Potential impacts on the global warming potential (GWP) category

Figure 2 presents the results of the LCA analysis for the non-toxic categories. The MSWI BA recovery system resulted in increasing benefits (negative impacts) for GWP proportionally to metal recovery, due to large savings obtained from recycling Al scrap (more than 50% of the total net impact). Owing to the large difference in energy demand between primary and secondary aluminium production, benefits also resulted from the recycling of the highly oxidised Al scrap fractions. However, the drawbacks of using low-quality Al scrap in refining processes (i.e. increased production of slag to be disposed/treated/recovered) were not included because of a lack of quantitative data, indicating that actual benefits could be somewhat smaller. Recycling of Fe scrap also resulted in significant savings, accounting for approximately 35% of the total impacts in the baseline scenario (C). Copper and SS recycling contributed less than 5% because of the smaller amounts recovered, while sorting activities and transportation contributed approximately 1% and 2%, respectively, of the total potential impacts. Based on data collected at the sorting plant, the basic scenario required approximately 11 kWh per Mg of treated BA; however, doubling the electricity demand of the system up to a level similar to other facilities (e.g. 20 kWh/Mg BA in ZAR (2014)), the contribution of the sorting activity remained below 5% (result not shown). Also, increasing transportation distances by 10% did not affect the results. Disposing of the treated BA through landfilling or using BA in road construction showed negligible potential impacts. The use of MSWI BA as aggregate in concrete, substituting 100% of natural aggregates, however, resulted in increased demand for cement compared to the reference product without BA, thereby contributing significantly to the GWP category and representing up to 13% of the total net impact in scenario D.

3.1.2 Sensitivity analysis for the GWP impact category

The calculated savings in Figure 2 were based on the most favourable recycling situation: the use of Chinese production as marginal and a substitution rate between primary and secondary products equal to 1. However the GWP score is influenced largely by the choice of marginal technology. When changing the marginal source of electricity in primary aluminium production from 100% coal in China to a composite marginal mix reflecting aluminium production in China, Russia and the Middle East (Schmidt and Thrane, 2009), and to a marginal reflecting 100% production in the Middle East (100% natural gas), savings for the entire system (in scenario C) were reduced by 16% and 26%, respectively. Savings dropped by 57% when Al scrap recycling was assumed to displace the production of cast iron. Similarly, by varying the substitution rate (cf. section 2.2.5), savings across the entire system decreased from 6% ($\beta=0.9$) to 58% ($\beta=0.05$) with respect to the base scenario. Additional substitution ratios were also tested down to $\beta=0$, and the breakeven point (i.e. the point of balance between environmental savings and burdens) for the sole aluminium recycling activity was reached at a substitution value of approximately 0.04 for scenario C. By differentiating the substitution rate between fine and coarse Al scrap, a 16% saving reduction was made with respect to the base scenario (i.e. $\beta=1$ for all Al scrap recycled). The above mentioned results are reported in Fig. C.1. and Fig.C.2. in Appendix C.
In general, even when reaching the GWP breakeven point for sole aluminium recycling activities, the total net GWP of the system was consistently negative because of the major benefits obtained by recovering copper, SS and Fe metals. However, substitution rates are also relevant for other metals such as Fe scrap, where the accumulation of alloying elements in the recycling chain leads...
to downcycling conditions. By setting a value for the substitution of Al scrap in scenario C, and by varying substitution rates for SS (α) and Fe scrap (γ) between 0 and 1, it was possible to estimate the values of the substitution parameters (α, β, and γ) for which the breakeven point for the entire system is reached (see Figure 3, upper charts): for a value of β of 0.05 the breakeven point for GWP (i.e. GWP = 0) was reached for values of γ between 0.14 and 0.28, irrespective of α value, no breakeven point was reached for β =1 and the maximum value of β for having GWP=0 or positive was 0.27. Thus, beyond a substitution rate of 0.27 recycling of Al scrap is expected to be beneficial regardless of the substitution rates for Fe and SS scrap.

In the last sensitivity analysis, by varying β and γ, and the impact of sorting activities (i.e. by multiplying the impacts of these activities by a factor >1), conditions resulting in GWP=0 were defined for scenario C and K by a plane of points (see Figure 3). In scenario C, with the current energy demand for metal sorting, the breakeven point is found for a combination of parameter values of β and γ below 0.17 and 0.21, respectively, and while assuming the maximum quality of metal scrap (β and γ equal to 1), the impact of metal sorting could be increased by 70 times the current value before the breakeven point is reached. In scenario K, a breakeven point was not found, due to the increased recovery of HNFe metals. In order to reach the condition GWP=0 in scenario K, the impact related to the sorting activities should be at least 50 times higher than the one assumed in the baseline, especially considering the lowest quality of recovered scrap metal (i.e. a substitution ration equal to 0). By varying the marginal technology for primary aluminium production from 100% coal-based electricity production in China to 100% natural gas-based in the Middle East, no breakeven point was reached in scenario K, while this might occur in scenario C for an aluminium substitution rate below 0.29.

3.1.3. Potential impacts on acidification (TA) and the depletion of abiotic mineral resources (ADm)

Potential impacts on acidification (TA) from the scenarios were overall negative and increasingly beneficial as scrap metal recovery increased (Figure 2). Potential impacts were mainly caused by emissions into the air of SO₂ from the combustion of fossil fuels for electricity provision and direct emissions from the metal smelters. Concerning ADm, net impacts of the system were negative (Figure 2), with benefits decreasing in line with the increasing recovery of Al scrap. In particular, Al scrap recycling activities resulted in increased burdens, illustrating that increasing Al scrap recycling is associated with increased mineral resource consumption (mainly alloying elements). Avoiding primary aluminium production led to ADm savings of the order -10⁻⁸ kg Sb-Eq per FU because of avoiding the exploitation of uranium (mainly related to energy provision processes), aluminium and iron, while secondary aluminium production resulted in burdens of the order +10⁴ kg Sb-Eq per FU, mostly caused by using Zn being used as an alloying element in the process. The process used for modelling secondary aluminium production was representative of a generic refiner in Europe treating old Al scrap and thus did not reflect the specificity of Al scrap from MSWI BA or secondary cast alloy production. Indeed, the addition of alloying elements to molten aluminium for secondary cast aluminium alloy production depends strictly on the chemical composition of the input scrap and on the desired final product. Refineries use a mixture of Al scrap types of relatively well-defined chemical compositions as inputs into the furnace, in order to obtain molten aluminium as close as possible to the final product composition, thus minimising the need to add primary aluminium as a sweetener (to dilute excess accumulated alloying elements) or alloying elements. Si is generally always added, while other metals (e.g. Cu, Mg, Mn, Zn) are more sensitive to scrap input quality and the selected final product. Within the list of
alloying elements reported in the EN 1676:1996 standard, Si has the lowest characterisation factor (CF) for ADm followed by Al, Mg, Ti and Fe (i.e. CFs below $10^{-7}$ kg Sb-Eq/kg), while Sn, Pb, Cu, Zn, Ni, Cr and Mn, have CFs between $10^{-2}$ and $10^{-6}$ kg Sb-Eq/kg. Thus, based on the significant differences between CFs and the high case specificity of the actual exploitation of individual alloying elements, the ADm results provide important insights into the resource aspects of metal recycling, because they relate to the quality of the scrap and the secondary production phase which marginally substitutes the primary metal. The need to dilute the aluminium melt with primary aluminium, and the loss or accumulation of alloying elements, clearly indicates downcycling – and hence quality and functionality losses of aluminium scrap in the post-consumer and recycling phases.

Figure 3 - Change of substitution ratios for metal recycling: effect on GWP. a) Net GWP for scenario C given a fixed aluminium substitution rate value ($\beta$) and varying substitution rates for SS ($\alpha$) and Fe scrap ($\gamma$); b) plane of breakeven points obtained by varying $\beta$, $\gamma$ and the impact due to sorting and upgrading activities of the scrap metals from MSWI BA for scenarios C and K. The points represent values of GWP between -0.1 and 0.1 with varying $\beta$, $\gamma$; c) same as b) but the Middle East primary production of aluminium is used as marginal technology (i.e. with electricity production based on 100% natural gas).
Overall, non-toxic results showed that the benefits of metal recycling can be compromised by the quality of the recycled scrap metals. The practice of differentiating Al scrap by grain size possibly leads to higher benefits, as fine fractions with higher Al content could be potentially upcycled and sold to re-melters instead of refiners. However, the presence of metals from various origins in the post-incineration scrap limits the possibility to optimise alloying content for a specific secondary aluminium alloy. Moreover, the benefits of recovering such low-quality Al scrap may decrease in the near future. In fact, as reported by several studies, the availability of old Al scrap might exceed the demand for the relevant cast aluminium alloys over a near- to mid-term time horizon. As an example, a recent study by Modaresi and Müller (2012) estimated that a scrap surplus may even start to build up around 2018. Thus, increasing the recovery of mixed low-quality scrap may lead to the long-term accumulation of material that has no application in the market.

3.2. Toxic potential impacts

3.2.1. Metal recycling

Figure 4 reports the results for the toxic categories. For all scenarios, potential toxic impacts were positive for the three assessed impact categories, with the only exception being scenario K with a negative impact on HTnc and ET due to the significant recovery of NFe metals (Al, Cu). Fe scrap recycling showed the greatest contribution among all three categories: the results were positive for all scenarios and impact categories, meaning that the secondary production of iron contributes more impacts than primary production from a toxic perspective. However, this result was related to the way secondary and primary steel production was inventoried in the selected Ecoinvent process. In fact, emissions contributing the most were Cr(VI) into water (for HTc and ET), from the “disposal, slag, unalloyed electr. steel, 0% water, to residual material landfill/CH” process, and Hg into the air (HTnc), as a direct emission from the steel plant. The Cr(VI) emissions included in this inventory were large compared to those occurring in the leaching experiment results (e.g. Piatak et al., 2014) – a discrepancy which appears to play a critical role and might explain the results. However, because of a lack of direct data and information about the actual utilisation/disposal of Fe slag, the Ecoinvent process inventory was not modified.

Concerning aluminium recycling, savings in relation to HTC and ET were mainly due to avoiding the disposal of red mud from bauxite mining, while burdens on HTnc were related to the production of Zn, to be used as an alloying element. However, as in the case of slag disposal from iron scrap recycling, and based on the discussion about the utilisation of alloying elements in secondary aluminium production (cf. section 3.1.3), the toxicity results for metallurgical activities may be subject to a great deal of uncertainty. In addition to the uncertainty related to the inventory, the results in the toxicity-related impact categories are subjected to a high level of uncertainty due to the high inherent uncertainty associated with the impact characterisation of potentially toxic emissions. Particularly, the characterisation of emissions of inorganic pollutants represents a great deal of uncertainty within the selected characterisation method (i.e. USEtox) and should only be used with caution (Rosenbaum et al. 2008).
Figure 4 - LCA results for the toxic impact categories. The impacts are shown as total net impact (on the left of each chart’s “total”) and per individual group of activities in the system.
3.2.2. MSWI BA disposal and reuse

The release of potentially toxic metals as a result of utilising or disposing of MSWI BA represents a significant contribution to potential impacts on the HTc and ET categories (Figure 4), with emissions during the utilisation of MSWI BA as aggregate in concrete showing the greatest contribution. In Figure 5, toxic impacts caused by the leaching of metals from disposing of or utilising MSWI BA are reported in detail. Potential impacts generated in scenarios A (landfill) and C (road) were comparable (i.e. the same order of magnitude); however, across the 100-year time horizon used in this instance, the impact of using BA as aggregate in road was slightly greater than the landfill case, thereby reflecting the lower L/S ratio reached in the landfill scenario. This result was in agreement with previous studies by Birgisdóttir et al. (2007) and Toller et al. (2009). Furthermore, in scenarios A and C, Cu made the greatest contribution to the impact on ET, as also reported by other authors (e.g. Toller et al., 2009). Cr dominated HTc impacts, while As and Zn (and Mo, to a lesser extent) were most important for the HTnc impact category. Impacts from scenarios D, E and F (100% substitution of natural aggregate with BA in concrete) were more than one order of magnitude higher than impacts from the road scenario for HTc, and they were approximately three times higher for ET, while for HTnc the results were comparable to the road case, except for scenario E (concrete type 2) which resulted in negative impacts. The impact on HTnc was mainly determined by As; however, As was released in low concentrations (often below the analytical limit of detection) during the leaching tests applied to MSWI BA, gravel and concrete specimens (with and without BA), and so the net resulting impact was pretty much zero.

The high impact on HTc for scenarios D, E and F was caused by increased Cr release after carbonating concrete specimens which were then utilised in a road sub-base. The increased release of Cr and other elements after ageing was observed by other authors (e.g. Baciocchi et al., 2010 and Chimenos et al., 2003). Leachate from the concrete specimens with BA did not comply with release limits set by the Danish statutory order N. 1662 (2010), because of the measured release of Cr and Se. However, leachate from the same crushed concrete, before laboratory ageing, was not compliant for reuse because of the excessive release of Pb. Significant leaching of Cr was measured from the reference concrete specimens as well, in line with typical literature values (Butera et al., 2014). However, Cr released from the specimens containing BA was at least three times higher than what would have been found for the aged reference concrete and more than five times greater than what is released from MSWI BA (cf. Fig. 8.1. in Appendix B for an overview of the release from the different samples). The higher release of Cr compared with the release from MSWI BA could not be explained by the fact that only the fine fraction of BA was used as aggregate in the concrete. Although leaching test results on individual BA fractions (see Fig. B.2. in Appendix) showed a higher release of Cr from BA fractions below 8 mm compared with the coarser fractions, the difference was not significant compared with releases from the entire BA sample. On the other hand, one possible explanation may be related to the level of carbonation in relation to the crushed concrete specimens after laboratory ageing and BA collected at the facility. The MSWI BA analysed in this study was collected after a mild ageing process at the facility, and it subsequently presented a pH of around 11.5, while the concrete specimens after laboratory ageing had pH values between 9.6 and 11. Relatively to ET, the impact from utilising concrete specimens containing MSWI BA in outdoor pavements was comparable to the impact seen after 50 years in a road following the demolition of the concrete specimens. Cr, Sb, Cu, V and Zn were the main contributors to the impact during the first 50 years in the outdoor pavement, while Cr, and to a lesser extent Cu and Sb, was important in the recycling phase of crushed concrete in the
However, a service life of 50 years for outdoor concrete tiles is quite unrealistic, as it is more likely to be between 5 and 20 years, meaning that the impact of the recycling phase of the crushed concrete is dominant in the life cycle of concrete tiles.

Figure 5 - Potential toxic impacts of MSWI BA disposal or utilisation scenarios due to the leaching of metals into the environment. Positive values represent loads, negative values represent avoided emissions and diamonds indicate net values. [A: landfill disposal; C: aggregate in road sub-base; D: aggregate in concrete type 1; E: aggregate in concrete type 2; F: aggregate in concrete type 3].

4. Conclusions
MSWI BA metal recovery and material utilisation were addressed from an environmental perspective. An existing MSWI BA recovery system and its alternative configurations were analysed using the LCA methodology. All relevant activities were included in the system boundaries, namely metal sorting, upgrading, transportation and recycling, transport and the utilisation or disposal of MSWI BA. Results for the non-toxic impact categories showed savings associated with metal recycling activities; in particular, benefits to the GWP category increased proportionally in line with increasing metal recovery. Results for the GWP category were sensitive to the choice of marginal technology assumed to respond to the increase in metal supply from MSWI BA scrap recovery, and to the substitution rate between secondary and primary metals. With currently available metal recovery efficiencies, and by applying substitution ratios below 0.17 and 0.21, respectively, for Al and Fe scrap, a break even point for the GWP category can be achieved. Moreover, by defining the aluminium substitution rate with a price ratio between Al scrap or secondary aluminium and primary aluminium, possible substitution values reach between 0.35 and 0.05. Potential impacts on toxic categories were positive, owing to the contributions of metallurgical activities, including the disposal of associated residues, and the leaching of metal.
from disposing of and utilising MSWI BA. Leaching test data were applied to estimate the release of toxic metals into the environment from MSWI BA. Landfill disposal or the utilisation of the material as aggregate in roads were both preferable over the use of MSWI BA as aggregate in concrete, due to metal leaching during the recycling phase of the demolished concrete specimens.
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